RAS AL KHAIMAH EMIRATE
WADI GHALILAH
This spectacular wadi, in the extreme north of the UAE, is arguably the most impressive area
described in the guide. Lying close to the coast, it is less extensive than Wadi Bih, but contains
a vast amount of steep rock. Whilst some smaller cliffs rise directly from the wadi floor, many
of the routes are major undertakings of Dolomite proportions. The longest route to date
approaches 600 metres in height, and longer routes are waiting to be done. They are sure to
prove serious undertakings with some loose sections, and difficult descents. Its low altitude
and proximity to the coast, makes year round climbing difficult due to heat and humidity. Many
faces receive little shade.
No records exist of any climbing or serious mountaineering before 1997, even though
descriptions of the 'Stairway' and the walking route to the summit of Jebel Bil Ays were
included in a small photocopied leaflet by Tony and Alice Gardner in 1986. This ignores the
remarkable feats carried out by the local Shihuh tribesmen in centuries past, making a network
of pathways from the valley to the plateau some 1000 m above. Building the dry stone
staircases that link ledges and ramps on the upper walls must have been a monumental task,
considering the tremendous exposure, and the size of the stone blocks used. These wonderful
old routes can best be compared in size and scale to the 'Via Ferrata' in the Alps and
Dolomites, where chains, ladders and metal handrails have been fixed to make passage easier
and safer. These routes are similar, -- minus the Ferrata !

APPROACH
From Ras Al Khaimah, continue north on the main highway via the small town of Rams for
about 25km, heading towards Mina Saqr, until the industrial area, quarries and cement works
are reached. Immediately beyond the last of the cement works, a newly surfaced road leads off
to the right, along side the boundary fence. After a couple of hundred metres this joins a road
which skirts the quarry spoil heaps and leads straight into Wadi Ghalilah. The road passes a
large water tower, and continues through a village where there are some vicious and poorly
marked speed bumps. To the south of the village, is a large face containing three main
buttresses. The central buttress is taken by ‘La Petite Tomate’.
Beyond the village is a new telecom pylon (approx 6.5km from the main road). To the right of
the road, above a cluster of fairly new buildings and a small shop, is the spur of Khartoum Al
Laf, which is the northern ridge of Jebel Had al Sawah. The west face of this ridge has two
large triangular faces over 400 metres high. The right hand one is known as The Golden
Triangle. Beyond the pylon, the metalled road continues to the village of Al Khab. Just before
the village, after crossing a wadi-wash, a track leads off to the right into Wadi Litibah (Wadi Al
Kabs -- map names vary). Directly above the village a fine craggy ridge extends southwards
towards the track above some walled fields, (Jebel Al Khab?). The cliffs become bigger and
steeper above the village, but to date, with so much other rock available, the faces above the
village have been left well alone.
The main climbing areas in Wadi Litibah are some 2.5km from the tarmac road. The track is
very rough, and is only suitable for 4WD vehicles having good ground clearance. At the time of
writing, normal cars can get about 1.5km up the track (parking and turning space for 2 cars
only), but this could change with one heavy thunder storm!! About 1km from the tarmac, a
rough track leads off to the right to a settlement, which guards the entrance to the subsidiary
valley of Wadi Barun. Beyond Wadi Barun, are the complex tiers, ridges and gullies of Jebel
Ras Al Qays (1700m).
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The lower tiers of this mountain have yielded some excellent shorter routes, with longer
expeditions possible on the upper tiers. A number of impressive side wadis are totally
unexplored. The big walls at the head of the wadi are likewise untouched, mainly due to the
long approach, and short climbing season. At the head of the main track is a collection of
rough stone dwellings, which are still inhabited or regularly visited by local families. They locals
are generally very friendly, but it is advisable to respect their privacy and Islamic traditions and
avoid contact unless they indicate otherwise. Vehicles may be left a short distance away from
the settlement, taking care not to block the track, and to park on a high spot if there is the
possibility of any rain.
Sadly, some vandalism has occurred to vehicles parked close to the dwellings and left
unattended, particularly to those belonging to people doing the "Stairway" routes so be wary.
Beyond the settlement, on the right, is a large side wadi, which holds a number of unexplored
cliffs, and which may provide a possible way to and from the summit of Jebel Ras Al Qays.
The locals say there is no pathway to the summit, but one can never be sure. Further on, the
wadi enters a gorge with immense rubble slopes on both sides. A track on the right side of the
wadi, avoids the worst of the jumble of boulders in the wadi bed, and passes below a series of
crags, on its way to the impressive amphitheatre at the head of the wadi. Local tribesmen have
used this wadi for generations as a means of access to the Shihuh villages of high plateau
beyond. The climbing areas are described in order of approach from the cement works road.

KHARTOUM AL LAF
Directly above the main village, to the south of the road, is a large face with several distinct
buttresses. In true Antoine fashion, the only route to date takes a fairly direct line up the
central buttress.

LA PETITE TOMATE

300m TD, V. A Fabre, C Redard, 2002

No description available, but then again they didn’t have one either! Typical of Antoiine, just
pick the best looking line in the centre of the face or up a prominent rib. If you find it harder or
easier than grade V, then you’re probably on a different line. Antoine’s photo should at least
get you on the correct buttress.
Beyond the village, near to the large pylon, is a cluster of fairly new dwellings and a small
shop. Two large triangular faces lie directly above. To date only one route has been climbed
on these impressive faces. A typical Antoine route -- straight up the centre of the face to the
summit !
A Fabre, B Wheeler 1999
***THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE 500m E1 5b (TD+)
The route takes a more or less direct line up the centre of the right hand triangle. Follow a thin
crack in the centre of the face for 4 pitches (IV/ V) to gain a major ledge that cuts across the
face. Traverse 50 m left along the ledge to avoid an overhanging zone, and climb a band of
loose yellow rock to reach a crack that leads back right in to the main crack line. Follow this
directly for 7 pitches (V / V+) to reach the top.
From the top, the best descent is to reach the crest of the ridge, and follow this downwards
until an escape can be made to easier angled ground on the back side of the ridge. Allow at
least one hour for the descent.
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JEBEL AL KHAB
A Fabre, B Wheeler 2000 March
FLYING VISIT 70m VS 5a (TD-)
Takes the obvious right facing line of corners directly below the high point, near the right hand
end of the ridge above the fields. 4 pitches. The second pitch is V/V+, whilst the rest is about
IV / V. It gains a ledge system at about half height, and exits rightwards onto the ridge and
easy way down.

The Walls to the left of the route increase in height, and would appear to offer more lines, but
are closer to a large village, and are best left undisturbed, until climbers
become
better
accepted.
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WADI LITIBAH
Before describing the climbing I make no apology for including a scrambling route, which
would be a classic anywhere in the world.

STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN.
This five star expedition with over 2000 metres of ascent and descent, is not for the unfit,
inexperienced or the faint hearted. A Via Ferrata – minus The Ferrata. The complete circular
route, including descent takes approx. 8 - 12 hours depending on fitness, heat and humidity. A
stunning route that makes an elegant way from the valley floor, to the lowest point on the rim of
the plateau. It continues over one of the minor summits before finding an equally spectacular
but slightly less exposed route back to the valley floor. The very fit, or those prepared to
bivouac, can also take in the ascent of Jebel Bil Ays 1921m, one of the highest mountains in
the region. The route is highly exposed to flash flooding, and should not be attempted if there
is any likelihood of rain.
From the head of the 4WD track, continue up the wadi bed for about 400 m, passing a side
valley on the right. The wadi bed can be follwed in its entirety to the head of the wadi, but in
places it is a tedious struggle through a boulder field. It can be bypassed by a well used track,
which halves the time to reach the wadi head.
A rock buttress (Lower Gorge Crag) extends down almost to the wadi bed. Leave the wadi
bed, and gain a very faint track passing below Lower Gorge Crag. The track is indistinct in
places, and can often only be followed by looking for rocks, which have been polished like
black glass, through centuries of use. In places the path is exposed, and care must be taken
especially where wash outs have occurred during the rainy season. The rubble slopes are
highly unstable, and should be avoided where possible. Eventually the path leads through
some deserted settlements and grass pastures, to an impressive amphitheatre of cliffs almost
1000 m high. Approx.½ - ¾ hr. (Honestly there were grass pastures there, -- I've got photos)
On the left side, facing up the valley, an indistinct path leads steeply upwards behind a ridge
that falls from the upper left walls to the valley floor. Continue upwards, looking for telltale
signs, eroded ground, polished rock, donkey droppings, discarded Flip Flops and food cans,
until the lower section of the headwall is reached. The top of the wall is some 500 m vertically
above, with no feasible direct way. A vague path leads left round a rib to a long sloping and
narrowing shelf, with polish marks being the only clues. The exposure increases dramatically
as the path weaves its way ever higher. Eventually the way heads back rightwards, and the
angle increases, necessitating the occasional use of hands. Vertical sections, up to 20 m high
at a time, are overcome by climbing stone stairways. About 200 m up the headwall, an
exposed and polished traverse rightwards gives access to yet another long staircase. After
this, the going becomes a little less exciting, then after another 60 or 70 m the rim of the
plateau is reached. You have now crossed the border into Oman. Approx. 2-3 hours from the
foot of the climb.
A collection of stone buildings and neatly tended fields surrounds a shallow valley. The local
tribesmen are not used to strangers, so it is probably better to avoid contact if possible. From
the dwellings, continue across the valley, bearing rightwards and ascend the rounded peak
(1600 m) almost directly ahead. There is no proper track, but rough ground makes the 2km, /
250 m height gain seem much more. From the high point, continue in a clockwise direction,
following the rim of the plateau, to reach another small settlement perched on a promontory.
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A faint track leads down into a side valley, and then climbs to a bigger group of dwellings
perched on a narrow spur surrounded by large cliffs. About 2-3 hours from the top of the
stairway. From this village, a way can be found down another stairway, which eventually leads
to some lower pastures. This descent is less exposed than on the other side of the wadi, but
as you descend, it is easy to lose the best way in a large boulder field. Eventually upon
reaching the lower fields, a vague donkey track can be found leading rightwards into an large
gully system, which is an enormous waterfall in the rainy season, witnessed by very few
people.
The path, which is fairly well defined at this point, continues directly under the line of the fall,
where a large pool can be found under an overhang. The gully plunges down-wards for at least
100 metres, but a narrow ledge cuts across the cliff face. The walls overhang above, and are
grossly undercut below. Rock debris from the upper walls litters the ledge, and in places
makes passage awkward. It is an oppressive place with intimidating exposure. The ledge
continues almost horizontally for 2 - 300 m, breaking out onto an easy angled slope and
descent path. Continue down to rejoin the main pathway at the fork in the gorge. (About 2 - 3
hours from the plateau) From there, the vehicles are reached in about 45 minutes of relatively
easy walking.

WADI LITIBAH -- The Climbing
The main climbs are situated on the northern flanks of Jebel Ras Al Qays. A subsidiary set of
peaks, ridges and faces, rise directly from the floor of the wadi. None of the buttresses or
subsidiary peaks appear to be named on local maps. The local Shihuh dialect is difficult to
understand, but then again so is my Arabic. The climbing areas are described in order as seen
when approaching up the valley.

JEBEL RAS AL QAYS 1750m
On the right (south) hand side of the wadi, after passing a prominent side valley (Wadi Barun),
is a complex mountain rising to a height of approx. 1750 metres. It appears ringed with high
steep crags on all sides, with no obvious easy approach and descent. The mountain has many
fine ridges, steep faces, walls and buttresses that are broken into tiers. Some of the tiers are
more than 500m high. The first climbing area is on a big wall beyond the dwellings guarding
the entrance to Wadi Barun.

BARUN WALL
This is one of the biggest continuous faces in the UAE at around 600 metres high. It’s only
route to date was initially attempted, by Antoine Fabre and Bill Wheeler. Progress was halted
after about 400 metres when Bill suffered a broken foot due to loose rock, resulting in a long
and painful abseil escape. Antoine returned in 2002/3 with Claude Redard to complete the
route. Details are sketchy, and the general line shown was taken from a poor e-mailed photo.
The climbing was fairly sustained at D/TD standard, on generally good rock, with the headwall
appearing to pose the greatest challenge. The descent was

BARUN NOSE
To the left of the Barun Wall, the cliff bends round the mountainside to face into Wadi Litibah.
To the left of the ridge formed by the meeting of the two faces (Barun Nose) is an impressive
wall with some steep slabby corners, containing some of the best rock in the wadi. The routes
climbed so far only reach a large boulder ledge, some 200m above the base of the cliff. From
there, a long (1 - 1½ hour scramble) leads leftwards along the terrace, which bisects the Wall
of Dreams, passing above Dreamland and Shady Circus before reaching a diagonal descent
rake leading to the valley floor. The way is not immediately obvious, particularly from the top
or RWNN and may have suffered from rockfall during recent severe winter storms. An abseil
descent is possible. ( take some pegs and sacrificial slings)
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A steep ascent from the valley floor leads in about 20 - 30 minutes to the foot of the slabby
corner at the left of the nose. The routes are described from left to right, starting at the obvious
slabby corner.
A Fabre, B Wheeler 1999
**ROUTE WITH NO NAME 200m VS
This fine route follows a crack system to the right of a tongue of rock lying against the face,
forming the left edge of the obvious smooth grey slab of the Barun Nose. A full 50m run out on
each pitch allows the route to be climbed in 4 pitches. Apart from a little loose rock on the top
pitch, the rock is generally excellent, and well protected Start about 5 m to the right of a tree
situated at the left edge of the slab, in an obvious corner crack.
1
2.
3
4

50m 4b Climb steeply up the corner-crack and follow the crack in the slab above.
50m 4b Continue up the crack. Follow the obvious line and move slightly L into a bay
beneath the large flake that forms the upper part of the tongue of rock lying on the slab.
50m 4b Move up and follow the crack to the right under a slightly overhung overlap in the
slab. Move up and L, across a horizontal break line. Continue up just R of the chimney
crack formed by the slab and the large tongue of rock.
45m 4a Move up and to the R of another slightly overhung overlap, and continue above
over some loose blocks to the large break ledge, overhung by loose rock above.

A Chubb F Poltrioneri. 2000 Nov 4th
FACELESS 180m VS
Start about 80 ft to the right of RWNN, 20 feet left of a wide chimney/gully with a tree some
way up it, and to the right of a large pillar of rock, which protrudes from the base of the crag.
The route follows an almost continuous crack line up the face, keeping to the left of a couple of
tiers of overhangs, and finishes approx 30 feet right of Route With No Name.
1
2.
3.
4

45m Climb the crack and continuation chimney to belay just below the first overhang.
45m Move L below the overhang and up the L side. Follow the crack above and keep to
the L of the tongue of rock which sticks down from the second tier of overhangs. Continue
to the break line, which forms a third tier of overhangs.
40m The continuation of the crack is offset to the R by a couple of meters. Follow the
crack, bearing slightly L and then back R to a belay.
50m. Follow the crack above, and ascend the wider corner crack on the L of the steep
headwall. Belay at the back of the loose ledge above.

Traverse L for 30m. Climb a loose looking chimney for 10m to gain the upper boulder terrace.
A Chubb, F Poltrioneri 2000 Dec
WHEELERS WISDOM 180m VS
Starts at the tip of the nose and follows the large groove which runs just to the left of the nose,
before traversing round the crest and finishing up a crack to the left of a large block which
offers a magnificent view point on the crest of the nose.
1
2
3

4

40m 4a Start at the tip of the nose and move up to gain the groove.
60m 4a, Climb the left side of the groove to a good belay.
40m 4b, Continue up the left side of the groove towards a triangular overhang. 5m below
the overhang, step across onto a large block, traverse right and up towards the crest of
the ridge. Climb steeply up and over the crest and follow easier ground to belay below a
Y shaped crack.
40m 4b, Climb the crack, step right below an overhang, and up into the left branch of the
Y crack. Follow the off width crack to the top, and a magnificent viewpoint.

Descent: Move left along a goat ledge for 15m, the up to gain the boulder field and terrace to
Shady Circus.
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ROADSIDE BUTTRESSES
So named because they rise directly from the right side of the wadi bed. A roadside crag par
excellence. (if there was a road). This complex series of buttresses, amphitheatres and tiers is
situated 400 metres beyond Shady Circus, and approx. 400 m before the group of dwellings at
the head of the track. Another isolated group of stone buildings is located almost opposite this
area, but fortunately is on the other side of the wadi bed. The cliffs generally face north-west,
and benefit from some shade. However, in midsummer, few of the climbs receive shade for
long enough to make climbing here an attractive proposition when the whole wadi resembles a
cross between an oven and a pressure cooker.
To date, the climbing has been confined to the easily accessible lower tier, which ends in a
boulder slope below the middle tier. Initial inspection of the middle tier above the Clubfoot area
indicates a number of potentially high quality lines on generally good rock. Even from the lower
tier, descents are tortuous and usually involve at least one abseil, except for the short routes
on the lower part of Obscenity Wall.

LOWER TIER
Routes are described from right to left.
The lower tier can be broken into a number of distinct areas, each having their own character.
At the right hand end of this section, a broad scree filled rake gives access to a hanging gully
and amphitheatre that forms part of the middle tier. Immediately to the left of this rake is
Bonds Buttress, a short wall containing a prominent vertical crack and groove, with an easy
angled corner to its left. Above the easy angled corner is a fine rightward facing corner.

BONDS BUTTRESS
The climbs are described from right to left.
At the right hand end of the crag is a broad gully with broken ground on the right that
gives access to an upper amphitheatre. To the left of this gully is a short scrappy wall
with a corner at its left end,
ITS BOND’S ARIA 90m VS
1
2
3

R Lavery, T Richards ( alt) 1999 March 12th

30m 3a Start as for You Bastard ! or choose any one from many lines to the first ledge.
Belay at the ledge or from a stance 10m up the obvious groove 3m to the right of the
corner ofYou Bastard !
20m 4c Ascend, turning the overhang from the right, to the deep groove with
determination (and thick skin). Belay at the break.
40m 4b Continue up the groove on good rock through a series of delicate and rewarding
exposed moves.

A Stark,T Richards (var leads) 1997 May 2nd
**YOU BASTARD! 125m VS (mild)
A classic in its grade, that takes a prominent corner and cracks in its upper section. The upper
pitches give sustained climbing on superb rock. Protection is good, although a bold approach
is recommended. The top pitch is deceptive, with a sting in the tail. Just right of the corner is a
prominent crack containing some perched blocks.
1
2
3

30m Climb the crack directly to a ledges and belay.
25m Scramble leftwards to a cool shady cave belay below a fine vertical corner.
40m 4b Climb the corner crack directly on superb rock to a stance and belays. A short
section at mid height gives food for thought.
4
30m 4b Above the belay is an easy groove with a thin crack to its right. Climb the thin
crack to below some overhanging blocks. Move awkwardly upwards and traverse
delicately rightwards into a shallow slabby groove, which steepens to give a bold and
exposed finish. Piton belay about 5m back.
It is possible to avoid the last pitch by following the easy groove to reach the slopes above.
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SACKRILEGE WALL
To the left of the easy angled corner, the base of the cliff extends virtually to the track. The wall
continues leftwards with a prominent tree growing out of a crack, to a blunt arete. The next
route starts on front face of the buttress to the left of the obvious upper corner of You Bastard!.

*SACKRELIGIOUS 135m HVS

A Stark B Wheeler (varied leads.) 1997 April11
A good route with a bold and serious crux, which needs a delicate approach. Whilst no move is
harder than 4c, the sustained nature of the crux on friable rock with poor protection until the
main difficulties are passed give the route its overall grade.
It will improve with traffic, which may reduce its grade to VS, once the loose flakes have gone.
Starts approx. 10 m left of the blunt arete at a shallow groove below some overhangs. A tree
grows from a crack on the left.
1

2
3
4
5

28m Climb the groove and left slanting ramp to gain the corner. Climb this to below a
repulsive overhanging corner, and move left across the slabs to belay above a tree.
25m 4a From the belay, move up and left, then follow a good crack to easier ground and
a good belay in a niche.
25m From the belay, move up pleasant slabs to below a steep, loose crack. Move easily
right to the foot of a steep chimney.
18m 4a Climb the chimney (easier minus a sack) to a good ledge and belay below a
small triangular roof formed by a hanging block.
35m 4c A bold pitch. From the stance, move easily left for 3m and climb the wall above
on small positive holds for 10m. Where the wall bulges, step delicately right and up, to
gain a better crack line leading to a steep corner to finish. It is better to belay here to give
a direct rope the second, and avoids the rope passing over sharp edges. The top of this
tier is reached by about 8 - 10m of easy scrambling.

20m to the left of Sackreligious, is a pedestal block containing a small triangular overhang.

KONJOB 120m HVS
1
2
3

B Wheeler, D Kohn 1997 May2

40m 4c Climb directly up to the small block overhang, pull over this and continue up the
prominent crack above to a stance and belay.
45m 5a Move right from the belay to an obvious vee corner with a small roof. Move right
with difficulty, move up, and belay 3m higher on easier ground.
40m 4c Move up the easy angled slab above to below a large overhang. Pass the
overhang on the right, and climb straight up the crack above.

Further left is another blunt arete with a large tree growing at its base, some 10 metres to the
right of this is the crack and chimney line taken by Spice Girls.
B Wheeler A Hayes F Poltrioneri 1997 Mar28
SPICE GIRLS 130m VS
No description available, approx line shown on diagram.
A series of shallow corners and grooves lead to a steeper bulging wall with a prominent flake.
Left again is a deep rightward slanting crack system leading to block overhangs. Continuing
round an arete, is a deep overhung recess containing some fierce single pitch lines. Left again,
easier broken rock leads to the descent gully.

* PEEPOD 48m E1 5b

B Wheeler (solo with backrope) May 1997
5m to the left of the tree is a steep crack, and off width chimney above. 2 belay pitons at its
base provide secure anchors against an upward pull.
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Climb the obvious crack, with some awkward bridging to gain the pod, using the obvious
hanging flake with extreme caution (2 peg runners). Continue up the pod and the continuation
cracks above to a good ledge.

To the right of the pod, another route weaves its way up the scooped bulges giving a
good bold route.

* SORTED FOR E'S AND WIZZ 40m E1 5b. T Kay, I Gregory, and cast of thousands.
1999 March 12th
Climb the crack to below the hanging flake, and hand traverse right to gain a foot ledge below
the bulge. Pull strenuously upwards over the bulges to easier ground and welcome protection.
Continue upwards to the belay /abseil pegs. Descent is by abseil from 2 good pegs to the right
of the belay. The rope passes over some sharp flakes, so care (and possibly an old square of
carpet) is advised.
Further to the left there are a couple of steep corners, which await ascents.
To the left of this section is a gully and amphitheatre, offering abseil descents from the longer
routes on this tier. Pegs are in place.
A couple of un-named routes have been climbed in the amphitheatre up a tongue of slabs on
the right. Climb the slabs to a ledge and peg belay at 30m
The next climb starts just inside the left side of the gully, at a right facing corner capped by
overhangs.
T Richards A Stark 1997 Mar28
DEAF LEPER. 105m VS
Named because of bits that kept falling off. The rock is generally good, however, with
adequate protection except on pitch 3. Some sections require a bold and steady approach.
Starts 4m right of the corner at a prominent crack.
1
2
3

4

30m 4a Climb the crack, and continue up the slab, trending rightwards, until a bold move
up the rib on the right leads to a slab. Continue up and belay below a roof. (Piton Belay)
35m 4b From the belay, traverse delicately leftwards to gain a prominent groove.
Continue up to belay below a small roof formed by a large block.
25m 4b The crack above the roof is dirty, and a delicate, bold and exposed series of
moves leads rightwards to a loose slabby groove below some yellow overhangs. Move
up, trending leftwards, until a good stance and belay can be taken below the final
chimney.
15m Climb the pleasant chimney directly to broken ground. Belay well back.

To the left of this is a slabby wall containing a number of cracks and grooves. A prominent tree
grows to the left of the main groove line, some 10 metres from the bottom. This wall ends in a
blunt arete. To the left of this, the crag gives some good double pitch climbs on the lower tier.
Further to the left again is a deep gully, which serves as convenient descent route (1 short
abseil), and gives access the impressive faces above.
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OBSCENITY WALL
To the left of the start of Deaf Leper, the lower crag is split by a broad terrace. The lower
section offers a number of good short pitches, which lead to the terrace, from where a
scrambling descent can be made down a slabby corner, below a prominent right facing corner
in the upper section. These pitches offer a number of alternative starts to the more serious fare
above.

HAND JOB 15m Sev

B Wheeler, D Kohn April 1997
7m r of the shallow gully is a crack splitting a small buttress. Climb this to a good ledge and
belay.

BLOW JOB 25m VS 4c

B Wheeler, D Kohn April 1997
5m r of Hand Job are twin cracks which are climbed to a ledge and belay on the right.
Above the terrace are a number of crack and chimney lines.
Towards the left end of Obscenity Wall there are 2 obvious crack lines in the upper half of the
crag. The left hand crack forms an obvious right facing clean -cut corner. At the right hand side
is a deep chimney / corner which bulges in the upper portion.

B.Wheeler, S.Clarke, A.Stark 1998 Feb 7
*CLUBFOOT 55m VS (mild)
The right-hand chimney. A fine pitch, with good rock and protection.
1

2

40m 4b Climb the chimney and corner to a good ledge below a bulge. Gain the upper
crack with difficulty. Continue upwards and pull round the overhanging blocks to a good
stance and belays below a short corner crack. The hanging blocks near the top are
probably not as dubious as they appear.
15m 4b Climb the steep corner to easier ground. Belay well back.

**GAGGING FOR IT 55m VS (mild)

A Chubb, B Wheeler 2000 Aug 11th
The route is much easier than it would appear, and gives excellent, well protected climbing in a
superb position. You can scramble up for 25m and make the first belay in a bay beneath the
right hand crack, or climb the route from the ground up.
1.
2.

50m (or 25m) Climb up to (or traverse across to) the base of the corner and climb up to
just beneath an overhang, which marks the start of the corner proper where it steepens.
25m 4a. Continue on up the corner, passing a couple of small overlaps using good holds
on the right wall. Belay on a comfortable ledge at the top of the corner.

To the left of the steep corner is a slabby wall containing some cracks, and a tree
towards it’s left side. This is Movie Wall

MOVIE WALL
Immediately to the left of the slabby corner, a line of cracks gives a good route.
PARENTAL GUIDANCE 78m Sev
1

2
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A Stark, S Clarke 1998 Jan 9

40m Climb the slab to gain the thin crack, and follow this until a short leftwards traverse
leads to a mantel past a hanging block to a good ledge below a short steep corner. Climb
the corner (crux), and continue up the cracks above passing some hollow looking flakes.
to a good stance and belay.
38m Climb more easily up the broken corners above to an easy angled slab below an
overhang on the right. Climb the short wall and pass the overhang on the left, stepping
left into an easy angled groove. Belay 3m higher Scramble upwards to reach the descent
route as for Def Leper.
50
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A Stark, B Wheeler 1997 Mar 14
FAMILY VIEWING 65m Sev ( mild )
Believed to be the first modern rock climb in the wadi, and provided amusement of a family of
locals who witnessed the event. Starts below and right of the prominent tree on the slabby
wall, about 15m left of Parental Guidance.
1

2

40m Climb easily up the crack, to the right of the tree, and follow its continuation to a
steep groove. Climb this with difficulty, and continue upwards more easily to ledges and
belays. A number of alternative belays are available. The length of the pitch is only limited
by rope drag.
25m Climb easily upwards to the left end of an overhung niche. Pass the overhang on the
right, and pull back left to easier ground.

Descent from this section is best by scrambling upwards over short walls and ledges to below
the impressive upper crag, where a sloping terrace leads leftwards into the descent gully.
The gully can be down climbed in its entirety, but a steep section halfway is probably safest
and quickest by abseil (excellent natural thread on jammed boulders). A lower steep section is
bypassed by an exposed traverse on the true right side (facing out).
One more, short route has also been climbed, which whilst not reaching the top of the first tier,
offers an easy descent.

50 METRE WALL
On the opposite (north) side of the wadi, beyond the first of the settlements, there is one
smaller buttress of good rock, which has yielded the following pleasant single pitch route.
A Fabre, B Wheeler 1998 April
AFTERNOON GAME 40m VS 4c
Climbs the line of corners below the largest overhang, which is turned on the left.

VILLAGE CRAGS
The impressive buttresses on the right (south ) of the wadi close to the settlement, and before
the entry to a major side wadi. The wall is close to the end of the driveable section of track,
above a small raised plain on the right side of the Wadi when facing upstream is a broken face
streaked with crack lines. A shady afternoon crag. Descent is by walking off to the left.
T Richards / Rachel Lavery 1999 March 12
‘KING BUSHES 70m Sev
On the left hand side, ascend the scree slope for 50m to a tree at the base and below one at
2/3 height, right of an obvious deep groove.
1
2

40m Start 3m down hill from the tree. Climb vertically then tending left into the main
groove. Ascend easily through a series of pleasant moves to the tree belay.
30m Carry on through the broken block overhang on good to detachable holds. Belay well
back.

A Stark, H Stark 1999 March 12
MATINEE 40m Diff
1
Start just below the tree. Climb the crack to the tree. Belay
2
From the tree climb up to an overhung niche on the left arete. Step round the arete and
move up to belay on a sloping ramp.
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A late start and fading daylight meant the steep walls above remained unexplored. From the
terrace, either scramble leftwards to an abseil point at the top of a steep groove, or go
rightwards to abseil down the spur dividing the main face from the side wadi.

UPPER GORGE CRAG.
Located at the head of the track up the right side of the wadi, just before the starts of the paths
to the plateau. A long crag, gradually rising in height from left to right, from about 50m high to
well over 100 m high. Unusually for climbs in this area, there is a relatively easy way off, by
going over the back of the crag and descending into a dry rocky valley. One short abseil may
be required to avoid a particularly awkward section just before this joins the main wadi. The
climbs are described from left to right.
The left hand side of the crag contains a prominent overhang just below the top.

COLLUMAROX 61m VS

A Stark, T Richards ( alt ) 1997 May 9
Starts below and right of the overhang, and finds a devious and exciting way up the face.

About 400m beyond the Village Crags, is a side wadi. Just past this, a ridge extends down to
the wadi bed. The routes lie on either side of the rib. The rock is generally good.
PECKERS ABERRATION. 75m HVS J Gregory, G Hustinx -- 1999 March 12th
John Gregory's only route in Wadi Ghailah is remarkable considering he had worked at the
entrance to the wadi for over 15 years, but had never before climbed in the wadi, preferring
Wadi Bih and Wadi Qada'a which were closer to home.
A good steep route, that takes the obvious corner, before breaking out on to the R wall.
1

40m 4c Climb the obvious corner to belay below the overhang.

2

35m 5a Step out on to the right wall, and pull round the overhang with difficulty. Continue
up the crack above, moving on to the left wall, and up to the top.

1

28m 4a Climb a left slanting crack, easily at first, and continue pleasantly up slabby rock
on good holds, until a move can be made up and right until a belay can be taken at the
foot of a groove just below a thin crack. Piton belay. The continuation crack looks
feasible, but may require an abseil descent to remove some highly dubious looking flakes
which are unavoidable.

2

33m 4c Move up the groove with increasing difficulty, until a pull up right leads to a
rightwards traverse line. Fix a good runner, and traverse delicately rightwards, until a
move round a rib leads into a steep corner. Bridge up passing a blunt spike runner, and
climb the column of stacked blocks, with care, to a steep and solid finish up the left side
of the upper corner.

From the top contour leftwards until an entertaining scramble can be made down a deep
narrow gully to the left of the crag.
A single pitch route at about VS standard has been made up a prominent flake on the
wall to the R of Collumarox by Bill Wheeler and Dave Kohn. Descent by Abseil.

Descent: Ledges to the right, lead in to the side wadi.
The following route is on the main face of the crag.

THE COMET 55m Sev (Hard)

A Stark, T Richards 1997 March 28th
Starts at a left slanting fault, opposite an enormous boulder embedded in the wadi floor, and
directly below a prominent cracked groove. Pleasant and well protected.
1

35m Climb the fault, and continuation crack above, to below a bulge containing a thin
crack. Move delicately right and balance upwards on small positive holds, to reach a good
ledge and belay.

2

20m Climb the cracked groove above with increasing difficulty to a terrace and belays.
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